Motif
Omvivo launches Motif, a subtle way to introduce pattern into your
bathroom with striking hand-etched designs
Omvivo are renowned for creating bathroom products which are at the
forefront of interior styling trends. Their latest release Motif is no
exception, offering unique artistic detail, which transcends the basin
itself by creating beautiful shadowed patterns on the surrounding bench
top.
Born from experiments with material, pattern and light, Motif is created
from a combination of solid surface and glass. The materials fuse with
the distinct deep etching by a glass artisan, elevating the product to a
hand crafted, functional art piece.
Made in Australia, each Motif basin begins with the piece of beautiful
hand-etched glass. The glass is formed in a kiln creating fall to the
waste, then fitted with the solid surface surround. Supplied with a
polished chrome pop up plug and matching spacer, the basin floats
above the bench top accentuating the pattern and creating stunning
reflections on the vanity.
Each of the three patterns are aesthetically significant, giving scope for
adaptability. Motif can initiate the approach to a bathroom design or
enhance the style of an existing bathroom.
“I was inspired by the idea of polyculturalism, and how multiple symbols
can enhance the significance as well as the appearance of a product,
whilst maintaining a common foundation.”
Thomas Coward – Omvivo Principal Designer
Motif Materials and Finishes: Solid surface and hand etched glass,
available in three patterns, Pebble, Forest and Kaleidoscope.
Motif furniture materials: Painted timber with hand turned legs and
solid Surface shelf.
Designer: Thomas Coward
Motif was officially launched in July 2011 as part of the Omvivo
collection and is available through Omvivo distributors globally.
For further information on Motif, additional quotes or high resolution
images please contact Omvivo on +61 3 9339 8130 or email
media@omvivo.com
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